A
dmired for their color and known for their ability to adapt easily to different tasks, for years the Spotted Mountain Horse has been a hidden treasure of the mountains.Magnificent and steadfast in the field as a work horse, and as a loyal family friend, and by providing reliable transportation, this colorful breed has been a fundamental part of life in the Appalachian Mountains for years. The demand for a breed registry for these smooth, natural, 4-year-gaited horses was met in 2002 with the creation of the Spotted Mountain Horse Association, affiliated with the Kentucky Mountain Saddle Horse Association. Now, owners of these dependable and loyal mountain horses have a place to register their horses. Although now the spotted Mountain Horse Association is the only one of the lastest breeding registries in the world. As more and more people discover the comfortabele ride and colorful presence of these beautiful horses, the demand for spotted mountain horse will continue to grow. Whether you are looking for the perfect trail horse, a family show horse, or just to keep your family entertained, the Spotted Mountain Horse is the perfect choice.

To find Your Spotted Mountain Horse®, contact one of these fine farms.

---

**BRENNINGS ENTERPRISES**

**ROCKY RANGER RANCH**

Joe & Susan McElroy
Versailles, KY
859-229-5603 • 807-879-6184
www.calumetthoroughbreds.com

**MADEN STUDS**

1834 Buryown Lane
Medora, IN 47435
812-255-7222

**HAMILTON STUDS**

Kensco Farm, NC
910-891-3032

Breeders of quality Spotted Mountain Horses home of Shady Hollow Stud. Spottedstallings.com

**ROCKY MOUNTAIN MUSTANGS**

Wendy & Steve Smiley
Fall City, WA 98248
815-336-2800

**SHELLES’ FARM**

Susanne, Ernest & Caroline Pefferly
US 27, GA 30206
859-544-1309 • 802-226-2015

**CICOLE & B & F**

Mike & Susan Fisher
RT 1 Box 54, 38181
Eagles, KY 40412 • 859-209-5149

**BRENCHES RING FARM**

Lake Providence, LA
Doree Lessing
518-559-1208

**SOUTHERN PEACE FARM**

Brent & Jerry Craver
3112 County Road 412, Saltillo, MS 38866
863-950-1233

**SUNNY DAYS FARM**

Sally & Robert Schatt
Lovely, TX 75469
903-727-8200

**BOYSEWOOD FARMS, THE HERDS FAMILY**

Bootheel KY • 606-224-6775 • 606-226-7121

Breeders of fine SMH & KMH horses Standing at Stuten of Black Gold Farm with his director:

www.booysewoodfarms.com

**MUSKOGEE APPLE RIDGE FARM**

Ralph & Janet Ramey
Owensboro, KY 42301
812-334-5005 • 800-334-5005
www.muskogeappleridgefarm.com

**CW STUDIOS**

St. Helens, OR
859-549-4205 • 859-385-3625

www.westernstudfs.com

**J&L REPRODUCTIONS, LLC**

LONE OAK FARM
Lexington, KY 40511
859-500-2000 • 859-627-9746

www.loneoakfarm.com

**BAY FIFTY RANCH**

10611 E RR 111, Mabank, TX 75156
817-825-9970

www.bayfiftyranch.com

**REBELS BEN RANCH**

Steve & Stacy Parrott
863-672-9005
859-334-4200

**NIGHTHAWK RANCH**

Wardens, KS 67880
785-375-2420

Spotted Saddle Horses
Beautiful, athletic, gaited horses.
Feeds for sport, pleasure and show.

**CLASSIC FARMS**

Greensboro, NC
803-825-0000

**SPORTS IN THE HOLLOW**

776-231-0682
209 Great Hill Road

Hillside, NC 28517

www.thesportinthehollow.com

**TRIPPLE T**

Troy & Angie Rader
1102 Mars Road
Grenville, WV 26626
304-929-2096

**WARM WINTER RANCH**

Gary & Joyce Schleich
2540 Bucktown Road • Beloit, OR 97771
541-295-3000

---

FOR INFORMATION, CONTACT

Spotted Mountain Horse Association

Kentucky Horse Park • 3875 Cane Run Road, Suite 220 • Lexington, KY 40545
Mailing Address: PO Box 1405 • Georgetown, KY 40324
Phone: 859-225-5674 • Fax: 859-252-9639
E-mail: office@ksmha.com • www.smhbiz.com
Welcome New Members

Membership in the Spotted Mountain Horse Association comes with a wide range of benefits for you and your family to enjoy. Members receive a subscription to the Kentucky Mountain Saddle Horse News, which lists trail rides, shows, and other equestrian events located across the states throughout the year. There is always an activity to participate in for you and your horse. For support and questions, the SMHA Registry keeps regular business hours during the week.

Colorful Coat Patterns

**Tobiano** (pronounced: too bee-ahn oh)
- The dark color usually covers one or both flanks.
- Generally, all four legs are white, at least below the hocks and knees.
- Pattern of white markings that commonly take the form of large splashes.
- The head is usually dark except for a facial marking pattern.
- A tobiano may be either predominately dark or white. The tail is often two colors. The eyes are usually dark.

**Overo** (pronounced: oh vair oh)
- The white originates on the underline of the horse (belly) and will rarely cross the back of the horse between its withers and its tail.
- Generally, at least one and often all four legs are solid colored except for normal white markings.
- The white can be irregular, and is rather scattered or splashed.
- Head markings are predominately white, often bold, ayroyn, or bonnet faced.
- An overo may be either predominately dark or white. The tail is usually one color. The eyes are commonly blue.

**Sabino** (pronounced: sah-bee-no)
- With color and markings similar to the roan, the sabino is genetically different.
- Usually markings will be on the belly and appear to extend outward as patches that are flecked and roamed, with ragged edges. The legs often have white extending upward in peaks or points along the front or back of the legs. The head markings are common.
- The face commonly has a lot of white. White hairs can be found usually in abundance on the chin. Many people associate the sabino with blonde hair, but this is not the case. Some sabinos can have a nearly pure white face, appearing extensively roamed, though they will usually retain a patch of pigmented skin.

**Toscano** (pronounced: too sahn-noh oh)
- This horse will show characteristics of both overo and tobiano color patterns.
- Dark pigmentation around the ears, which may expand to cover the forehead and/or eyes.
- One or both eyes blue.
- Dark pigmentation around the mouth, which may extend up the sides of the face and form spots.
- Chest spot(s) in varying sizes. These may also extend up the neck.
- Flank spot(s) ranging in size with possibly smaller spots that extend toward across the barrel and up over the loin.
- Spots, varying in size, at the base of the tail.

Registration

The Spotted Mountain Horse

**Must Demonstrate the following Adopted Standards:**

1. Have white body markings other than on the face and legs. The exception is a solid colored foal who has at least one parent registered with the SMHA.
2. The horse is expected to show intelligence along with and an alert and willing attitude.
3. Give evidence of a smooth natural and even 4 beat gait under saddle. The “saddle gait” or as otherwise known as a step rack is recognized and defined as a smooth but distinct and MINIMUM 4 beat gait.
4. Be of good conformation based upon the adopted standards. Be well proportioned in the body, neck and legs.
5. Must stand not less than 14 hands (44”) to 13.3 hands in height. (Class D registry) Most registered SMHA horses average between 14-16 hands. (Class A registry)

**Affiliates:**
- The above are the established standards for SMHA “certification” under the jurisdiction of two certified Examiners, for all acceptable registered SMHA horses. All horses must be certified prior to the age of four and over.
- The SMHA foundation books are OPEN on Stallions and Mares and are also open for foundation registration of Geldings.

Trail Riding

Throughout the year you will find weekend trail rides and cookouts for members. SMHA offers a member trail riding club with participants receiving various awards based upon completed trail miles.

Show Opportunities

If you are interested in showing your Spotted Mountain Horse, classes are included in the Kentucky Mountain Saddle Horse show program. There are several different divisions including: Western, Trail Obstacle, Country Trail Pleasure, Trail Pleasure, Classic Pleasure, Park Pleasure and Open Four Gait Pleasure. Classes are offered for Novice, Juvenile, Amateur, and Professional riders. Horses are not permitted to wear shoes heavier than a standard “leg” in all divisions. The Kentucky Mountain and Spotted Mountain International Grand Championship Horse Show is held in October at the Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington, Kentucky each year.

Good Family Fun

People Oriented

Youth Activities